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IM Biology 
May 2009 Session 

Examiners’ Report 
 
 
1.0 : Statistical Information 
 
Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the May 2009 session. 
 
Table 1: Distribution of Grades awarded in May 2009 
GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number 14 49 44 25 43 45 9 229 
% of Total 6.11 21.40 19.21 10.92 18.78 19.65 3.93 100 
 
 
2.0 : General Comments regarding candidates’ performance 
 
The following report has been compiled from separate documents submitted by members of the Board of Examination and by 
markers of the examination scripts in question.  It represents an appraisal of the performance of candidates taking the 
Matriculation Certificate examination in biology (Intermediate Level) in May 2008.   
 
Comments on each of the questions set are given below.  On a more general level, a number of recurring observations should 
be stressed: 
 
The level of English (both in terms of grammar and spelling) was poor and hardly up to the standard of an examination at this 
level.  In a number of cases, the inability of candidates to express themselves made their answers unintelligible. This also tends 
to lead to poor understanding of questions; candidates frequently did not understand the questions, and gave answers of little 
relevance to the question asked. 
 
Answers to questions in Section B generally lacked detail. In some cases, answers were out of point, giving details of unrelated 
answers. Presentation and organization of answers to questions in Section B was generally satisfactory although some 
candidates presented chaotic answers. A number of candidates submitted a single answer to the structured questions in Section 
B, with no indication of where answers to each separate sub-question started and ended. 
 

3.0 : Comments regarding candidates’ performance in each question  

Section A 

Question 1: Human chromosomes 
1.1 Most candidates correctly defined a karyogram but did not suggest that chromosomes are arranged in homologous pairs. 
 
1.2 Most candidates answered this question correctly. Some, however, confused males and females. 
 
1.3 Majority of candidates correctly identified trisomy in chromosome 21. Others gave completely irrelevant answers, often 
indicating that they did not understand the term anomaly. 
 
1.4 Majority of candidates were unable to mention the cause of trisomy and instead described its effect i.e. Down’s syndrome. 
The few candidates that actually mentioned non-disjunction, often did not relate it to meiosis. 
 

Question 2: Characteristics of cells 
Excellent performance was noted here, with a significant number of candidates scoring full marks. In some cases, lack of 
attention (or guesswork) was evident e.g. marking both presence of a peptidoglycan cell wall and its absence for bacterial cells. 
Furthermore candidates often marked the presence of a phospholipid bilayer in animal cells only, possibly highlighting the 
misconception that bacterial cells and plant cells lack a cell membrane. 
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Question 3: Nucleotides 
 3.1 a. most candidates identified the phosphate group correctly. 
      b. Most candidates identified the ribose sugar correctly and often named it. A significant minority were unable to answer 

this question well. 
 
3.2 Majority of candidates named the nitrogenous bases well. A significant group however named the elements in biological 
molecules instead. 
 
3.3 Majority of candidates correctly suggested the presence of a covalent bond, with several of them correctly identifying it as 
a phosphodiester bond. Some did not answer this question, or suggested the presence of a peptide bond. 
 
3.4 Most candidates answered this question correctly. This also applied to those candidates who answered part 3.2 incorrectly. 
 
3.5 Majority of candidates answered this question well. However some incorrectly suggested the presence of a covalent bond 
here. 
 

Question 4: Impact of population size on the environment 
In general, candidates did not read the question well and thus did not identify adverse effects of a larger population on the local 
environment and instead wrote on global issues. Furthermore, answers often lacked biological detail, suggesting that 
candidates were often relying on their general knowledge. Indeed some of the answers were not up to SEC level. 
 
4.1 Candidates confused natural environment and agricultural land. Very few candidates referred to loss of biodiversity and 
practically none referred to increased levels of particulates created by the construction industry. 
 
4.2 Candidates generally discussed the issue of waste disposal in a superficial way. Ideas regarding illegal dumping and proper 
waste management were confused.  Eutrophication was often linked to direct dumping of wastes into the sea.  Others linked 
waste disposal to global warming without mentioning that waste is burnt. 
 
4.3 Candidates frequently misinterpreted this part of the question. Thus they did not discuss the possible adverse effect of a 
more intense agricultural system e.g. excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides. Instead they often discussed the destruction of 
agricultural land for urban purposes.  
 
4.4 Candidates generally answered this question well, often mentioning global warming and formation of acid rain. Reference 
to respiratory problems was frequent. 
 

Question 5: General 
Performance was generally poor in this question. Many candidates need to develop skills in applying knowledge to new 
situations. 
 
5.1 Majority of candidates answered this question by restating the information given.  
 
5.2 Most candidates incorrectly suggested that medicine actually stops mutations or prevents them. A significant percentage of 
candidates did not attempt the question. 
 
5.3 Majority of answers were incorrect. Candidates often linked UV with global warming and thus suggested that organisms 
had to evolve to survive at higher temperatures. Very few candidates suggested that UV rays increase mutation rates. 
 
5.4 Although several candidates did suggest that bacteria reproduce more rapidly than mammal, they did not link this to a 
faster rate of inheritance of mutations. In the incorrect answers given, candidates often suggested that mammals have more 
cells and thus they need more time to mutate!! 
 
5.5 Majority of candidates answered this question well. 
 

Question 6: Gaseous exchange in the human body 
 
6.1 Most candidates answered this question well. 
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6.2 Most candidates partially answered this question, often comparing the amounts of oxygen and carbon dioxide in inhaled 
and exhaled air but ignoring nitrogen. Reference to an increase or decrease in the amount of nitrogen being exhaled, was 
frequent as well. Sometimes answers were confusing as candidates just listed a couple of statements without actually 
comparing the proportion of each gas in inhaled and exhaled air. 
 
6.3 Most candidates answered this question well.  
 
6.4 Although most candidates answered this question well, a significant amount did not refer to the surface area to volume 
ratio. 
 

Question 7:  Central nervous system 
7.1  Most of the candidates gave a well labeled diagram of the human brain but failed to state that it consists of 
interconnected neurons. Some candidates confused the terms ‘cerebrum’ and ‘cerebellum’. 
 
7.2 Most candidates mentioned a good number of functions of the human brain.  In general, candidates presented their 
disorganized thoughts and did not appear to plan a coherent answer.  This question could very easily be presented in point 
form. 
7.3 Candidates fared worst in this part of the question.  Very few mentioned that reflex responses do not involve the brain 
and the purpose of such a response. Most diagrams of the reflex arc were correct. 
  

Question 8: Hormones 
8.1 Most candidates held that all hormones are proteins; they also failed to mention that they are carried in the blood stream 
and they affect only certain cell types, namely those that have the appropriate receptor.  
 
8.2 Most candidates did well in this question, however it must be noted that most candidates think that regulation of blood 
glucose is under the influence of the brain. Moreover, the effects of insulin around the body were poorly mentioned. 
 
8.3 Most candidates did well in this part too however it must be mentioned that a number of candidates just described 
copulation and failed to mention hormones altogether.  Those candidates who drew the graphs depicting female cycle of 
hormones did them incorrectly. 
 

Question 9:  Taxonomy 
9.1 Most candidates defined a kingdom incorrectly. 
 
9.2 Most candidates incorrectly or incompletely defined a species. 
 
9.3 Most candidates fared well but general omissions included failure to mention yeast as part of this group, lack of 
mention of type of nutrition and the characteristic of cell wall.  
 
9.4 Most candidates did well but very few mentioned the multicellular members of this group. 
 
9.5 General omissions in this question were: lack of mention of five classes in this group; lack of mention of advantages 
conferred by vertebral column; lack of mention of the evolutionally progression within the group.  
 
9.6 Most candidates failed to mention that this forms part of the animal kingdom.  Strangely enough a good number of 
candidates gave the snake as a typical example of an invertebrate. 
 

Question 10: Microorganisms 
10.1 The most common omission in this question was the lack of mention of the defined area occupied by an ecosystem. 
 
10.2  Most candidates went completely out of point here.  They failed to refer to microorganisms. 
 
10.3  Here candidates had better knowledge of the roles of microorganisms.  There were general mistakes in the chemistry 
related to the nitrogen cycle.  Some candidates just gave an overview of the nitrogen cycle which is an incorrect approach. 
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Question 11: Biomolecules 
11  Here again lack of sound chemistry knowledge was evident, with candidates committing very basic errors.   
 
11.1 Most candidates scored high marks in this part. General mistakes included the swapping of the position of covalent 
and hydrogen bond and the swapping of the advantages conferred by high latent heat of vaporization with those conferred by 
high specific heat capacity. 
 
11.2  Most candidates had a good general idea of what are lipids however, not everyone mentioned that they are made up of 
glycerol and fatty acids.  The majority of candidates did not mention cholesterol and phospholipids.  Moreover, a good number 
of candidates who attempted this question failed to mention their role in membranes and there energy storage role. 
 
11.3 A good number of candidates who attempted this question failed to mention monosaccharides, disaccharides and 
polysaccharides. There was also some mix-up in examples of each category.  Some candidates presented the information very 
neatly in a table.  
 
11.4 The general structure of an amino acid was quite a challenge to most candidates, most of whom recalled it from 
memory and mixing up positions of the various elements showing lack of understanding.  Marks were lost because candidates 
did not give brief mention of synthesis of proteins.  Most candidates gave examples of fibrous and globular proteins although 
muscle protein was not referred to by specific names. 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
July 2009 
 


